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Other People
Sometimes a murder mystery is the least of life's challenges This sequel to Hiding Behind The Couch finds Josh and The
Circle fighting to prove the innocence of one James Brown, a well-liked and respected MD of a pizza restaurant chain. But
his past is far from helpful in freeing him of suspicion, and Eleanor is all set to call it a day. It's the perfect time to make new
friends, make amendsand solve a murder case. * * * * * "a beautiful tapestry which is a story encompassing so many lives
and their interconnections." "I wanted more just so I could find out what the future held for my newfound 'friends'." "All I
can hope is for the possibility that Debbie McGowan might like to make this into a trilogy, or even a series that I can keep
indulging in for either the rest of my own or the characters' lives!!" NOTE: contains Hiding Behind The Couch plot spoilers it is therefore recommended that these novels are read in order. * * * * * No Time Like The Present is season two in the
Hiding Behind The Couch series. The story follows chronologically from Hiding Behind The Couch (Season One) and
continues in The Harder They Fall (Season Three).

The Time of Our Lives
In Codrescu's own words: "I wrote my first book of poems, License to Carry a Gun (Big Table, 1970), when I first lived in New
York City, 1967-1970. Those were troubled times and I was 21 years-old. Decades later the city has changed and the times
are still troubled. These poems, 2016-2018, try to find out just how changed my dear city and how troubled my days."

No Time Like The Present
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"W.H. Auden once wrote that "art is our chief means of breaking bread with the dead." In his brilliant and compulsively
readable new treatise BREAKING BREAD WITH THE DEAD, distinguished professor and author Alan Jacobs shows us that
engaging with the great writings of the past might help us live less anxiously in the present. Today we are battling too
much information, a society changing at lightning speed, algorithms aimed at shaping our every move, and a sense that
history is not a resource, only something to be vanquished. The modern solution to our problems is turn inwards, to
surround ourselves only with that which is like us. Jacobs' answer is just the opposite: to be in conversation with, and to be
challenged by, the great thinkers of the past. What can Homer teach us about force? What does Frederick Douglass have to
say about our difficulties with the Founding Fathers? And what can we learn from modern authors who are doing this work?
How can Ursula K. Le Guin teach us to see the women of the canon differently? BREAKING BREAD WITH THE DEAD is a close
reading with a gifted scholar of texts from across the ages, including the work of Amitav Ghosh, Anita Desai, Henrik Ibsen,
Jean Rhys, Simone Weil, Edith Wharton, Claude Levi-Strauss, Italo Calvino, and many more. By agreeing to a conversation
with the past, we can draw on more wisdom than the modern consciousness offers"--

Chronon-Time Travel Stories
The fifth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they
hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. A Fete
Worse Than Death The St Mary's Institute of Historical Research has finally recovered from its wounds and it's business as
usual for those rascals in the History Department. From being trapped in the Great Fire of London to an unfortunately timed
comfort break at Thermopylae, which leaves the fate of the western world hanging in the balance, Max must struggle to get
History back on track. But first, they must get through the St Mary's Fete - which is sure to end badly for everyone. Only one
thing is certain, life at St Mary's is never dull! Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes
everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness
and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has
an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

No Time Like the Past
Simon Morley is selected by a secret government agency to test Einstein's theory of the past co-existing with the present
and is transported back to 1880s New York

Breaking Bread with the Dead
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Chineme Noke helps people to overcome the very real problems they face which can overwhelm and rob them of their wellbeing and future happiness. She does this by dealing effectively with what she refers to as the mountains and molehills that
we all encounter in our daily lives. She formulated these seven action steps in order that anybody can take charge of their
present to create for themselves a better future. They are action steps that will change your attitude and, ultimately, your
life. As a woman working in a male-dominated corporate world for over 20 years, Chineme realised early on that it was
essential for her to be able to deal effectively with the ongoing challenges and opportunities with which her rapid career
progression inevitably presented. Her daughter has learning difficulties and Chineme's past experiences served her well in
dealing with the challenges and opportunities that her daughter faced within the educational system.

There's No Time Like the Present
She wakes in an emergency room in a London hospital, to a voice that tells her: "You're on your own now. Take care. Be
good." She has no knowledge of her name, her past, or even her species. It takes her a while to realize that she is human -and that the beings who threaten, befriend, and violate her are other people. Some of whom seem to know all about her. In
this eerie, blackly funny, and sometimes disorienting novel, Martin Amis gives us a mystery that is as ambitious as it is
intriguing, an investigation of a young woman's violent extinction that also traces her construction of a new and oddly
innocent self.

No Time Like the Past
Nadine Gordimer is one of our most telling contemporary writers. With each new work, she attacks - with a clear-eyed lack
of sentimentality, and an understanding of the darkest depths of the human soul - the inextricable link between personal
life and political, communal history. The revelation of this theme in each new work, not only in her homeland South Africa,
but the twenty-first century world, is evidence of her literary genius: in the sharpness of her psychological insights, the
stark beauty of her language, the complexity of her characters and the difficult choices with which they are faced. In No
Time Like the Present, Gordimer brings the reader into the lives of Steven Reed and Jabulile Gumede, a 'mixed' couple, both
of whom have been combatants in the struggle for freedom against apartheid. Once clandestine lovers under racist law
forbidding sexual relations between white and black, they are now in the new South Africa. The place and time where
freedom - the 'better life for all' that was fought for and promised - is being created but also challenged by political and
racial tensions, while the hangover of moral ambiguities and the vast and growing gap between affluence and mass
poverty, continue to haunt the present. No freedom from personal involvement in these or in the personal intimacy of love.
The subject is contemporary, but Gordimer's treatment is timeless. In No Time Like the Present, she shows herself once
again a master novelist, at the height of her prodigious powers.
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Trivia from the Twilight Zone
Hiroshima is the story of six people--a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician, a Methodist minister, a young surgeon, and
a German Catholic priest--who lived through the greatest single manmade disaster in history. In vivid and indelible prose,
Pulitzer Prize-winner John Hersey traces the stories of these half-dozen individuals from 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when
Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city, through the hours and days that followed. Almost
four decades after the original publication of this celebrated book, Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of the people
whose stories he had told, and his account of what he discovered is now the eloquent and moving final chapter of
Hiroshima.

No Time Like The Past
A study of the emergence in post-Kantian continental philosophy of a focus on the lived experience of temporality. The
project of all philosophy may be to gain reconciliation with time, even if not every philosopher has dealt with time
expressly. A confrontation with the passing of time and with human finitude runs through the history of philosophy as an
ultimate concern. In this genealogy of the concept of temporality, David Hoy examines the emergence in a post-Kantian
continental philosophy of a focus on the lived experience of the “time of our lives” rather than on the time of the universe.
The purpose is to see how phenomenological and poststructuralist philosophers have tried to locate the source of
temporality, how they have analyzed time's passing, and how they have depicted our relation to time once it has been—in a
Proustian sense—regained. Hoy engages with competing theoretical tactics for reconciling us to our fleeting temporality,
drawing on work by Kant, Heidegger, Hegel, Husserl, Merleau-Ponty, Nietzsche, Gadamer, Sartre, Bourdieu, Foucault,
Bergson, Deleuze, Žižek, and Derrida. Hoy considers four existential strategies for coping with the apparent flow of
temporality, including Proust's passive and Walter Benjamin's active reconciliation through memory, Žižek's critique of
poststructuralist politics, Foucault's confrontation with the temporality of power, and Deleuze's account of Aion and
Chronos. He concludes by exploring whether a dual temporalization could be what constitutes the singular “time of our
lives.”

The Twilight Zone
This Graphic Novel Series features classic tales retold with attractive color illustrations. Educatiors using the Dale-Chall
vocabulary system adapted each title. Each 70 page, softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original
classics. Introduce literature to reluctant readers and motivate struggling readers. Students build confidence through
reading practice. Motivation makes all the difference. What's more motivation then the expectation of success?
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No Time to Spare
The fourth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as
they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor.
Sometimes, surviving is all you have left. Max and Leon are safe at last. Or so they think. Snatched from her own world and
dumped into a new one, Max is soon running for her life. Again. From a 17th century Frost Fair to Ancient Egypt; from
Pompeii to 8th century Scandinavia; Max and Leon are pursued up and down the timeline, playing a dangerous game of
hide-and-seek, until finally they're forced to take refuge at St Mary's where a new danger awaits them. Max's happily ever
after is going to have to wait a while Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes
everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness
and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has
an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

No Time Like the Present
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Original Series! STARDATE 6122.5. A diplomatic mission to the planet
Yusub erupts in violence when ruthless Orion raiders attempt to disrupt the crucial negotiations by force. Caught in the
midst of a tense and dangerous situation, Captain James T. Kirk of the U.S.S. Enterprise finds an unexpected ally in the form
of an enigmatic stranger who calls herself “Annika Seven.” STARDATE 53786.1. Seven of Nine is taking part in an archaeological expedition on an obscure planetoid in the Delta Quadrant when a disastrous turn of events puts Voyager’s away
team in jeopardy—and transports Seven across time and space to Yusub, where she comes face-to-face with one of
Starfleet’s greatest legends. STARDATE 6122.5. Kirk knows better than most the danger that even a single castaway from
the future can pose to the time line, so he and Seven embark on a hazardous quest to return her to her own era. But there
are others who crave the knowledge Seven possesses, and they will stop at nothing to obtain it—even if this means seizing
control of the Enterprise!

No Time Like the Present
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who
teach him that time is an eternal present

Just One Damned Thing After Another
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A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a
neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their
capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the
suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

A Symphony of Echoes
The second book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as
they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor.
Wherever the historians go, chaos is sure to follow Dispatched to Victorian London to seek out Jack the Ripper, things go
badly wrong when he finds the St Mary's historians first. Stalked through the fog-shrouded streets of Whitechapel, Max is
soon running for her life. Again. And that's just the start. Max finds herself in a race against time when an old enemy is
intent on destroying St Mary's. An enemy willing, if necessary, to destroy History itself. From the Hanging Gardens of
Nineveh to the murder of Thomas a Becket, via an unscheduled dodo rescue mission, join the historians of St Mary's as they
hurtle around History on more hilarious, hair-raising escapades Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an
author who changes everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix
of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part
of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

A Trail Through Time
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Original Series! STARDATE 6122.5. A diplomatic mission to the planet
Yusub erupts in violence when ruthless Orion raiders attempt to disrupt the crucial negotiations by force. Caught in the
midst of a tense and dangerous situation, Captain James T. Kirk of the U.S.S. Enterprise finds an unexpected ally in the form
of an enigmatic stranger who calls herself “Annika Seven.” STARDATE 53786.1. Seven of Nine is taking part in an archaeological expedition on an obscure planetoid in the Delta Quadrant when a disastrous turn of events puts Voyager’s away
team in jeopardy—and transports Seven across time and space to Yusub, where she comes face-to-face with one of
Starfleet’s greatest legends. STARDATE 6122.5. Kirk knows better than most the danger that even a single castaway from
the future can pose to the time line, so he and Seven embark on a hazardous quest to return her to her own era. But there
are others who crave the knowledge Seven possesses, and they will stop at nothing to obtain it—even if this means seizing
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control of the Enterprise!

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
The third book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as
they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor.
History happens all around you. And, occasionally, to you. I could have been a bomb-disposal expert, or a volunteer for the
Mars mission, or a firefighter, something safe and sensible. But, no, I had to be an historian. It began well. A successful
assignment to 17th century Cambridge to meet Isaac Newton, and another to witness the historic events at The Gates of
Grief. So far so good. But then came the long-awaited jump to the Trojan War that changed everything. And for Max,
nothing will ever be the same again. With the bloody Battle of Agincourt playing out around her, Max risks everything on
one last desperate gamble to save a life and learns the true meaning of a second chance. Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in
a while, I discover an author who changes everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have
seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's
was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

No Time Like the Future
Trouble is brewing at the Varmint Theatre and Hermux has the role of a lifetime! Hermux Tantamoq is in the spotlight again
when he gets an urgent plea for help from Fluster Varmint - the most famous mouse in showbiz. It seems as if someone
wants to put Varmint's lights out! Hermux dives into the mystery headfirst, but quickly discovers he is in too deep. And
there are other threats too, notably suave director Brinx Lotelle, practising his amorous skill on aviatrix Linka Perflinger,
Hermux's sweetheart - if only he had the courage to tell her. This case thrusts Hermux centre stage, where his courage and
cleverness will be tested to the limit. Can Hermux save the day, the theatre and get the girl? Or will it be curtains for our
favourite watchmaker?

A Christmas Carol
New York Times Bestseller In the most ambitious one-volume American history in decades, award-winning historian and
New Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a magisterial account of the origins and rise of a divided nation, an urgently needed
reckoning with the beauty and tragedy of American history. Written in elegiac prose, Lepore’s groundbreaking investigation
places truth itself—a devotion to facts, proof, and evidence—at the center of the nation’s history. The American experiment
rests on three ideas—"these truths," Jefferson called them—political equality, natural rights, and the sovereignty of the
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people. And it rests, too, on a fearless dedication to inquiry, Lepore argues, because self-government depends on it. But has
the nation, and democracy itself, delivered on that promise? These Truths tells this uniquely American story, beginning in
1492, asking whether the course of events over more than five centuries has proven the nation’s truths, or belied them. To
answer that question, Lepore traces the intertwined histories of American politics, law, journalism, and technology, from the
colonial town meeting to the nineteenth-century party machine, from talk radio to twenty-first-century Internet polls, from
Magna Carta to the Patriot Act, from the printing press to Facebook News. Along the way, Lepore’s sovereign chronicle is
filled with arresting sketches of both well-known and lesser-known Americans, from a parade of presidents and a rogues’
gallery of political mischief makers to the intrepid leaders of protest movements, including Frederick Douglass, the famed
abolitionist orator; William Jennings Bryan, the three-time presidential candidate and ultimately tragic populist; Pauli
Murray, the visionary civil rights strategist; and Phyllis Schlafly, the uncredited architect of modern conservatism.
Americans are descended from slaves and slave owners, from conquerors and the conquered, from immigrants and from
people who have fought to end immigration. "A nation born in contradiction will fight forever over the meaning of its
history," Lepore writes, but engaging in that struggle by studying the past is part of the work of citizenship. "The past is an
inheritance, a gift and a burden," These Truths observes. "It can’t be shirked. There’s nothing for it but to get to know it."

A Second Chance
A moving account of resilience, hope, fear and mortality, and how these things resonate in our lives, by actor and advocate
Michael J. Fox. The entire world knows Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly, the teenage sidekick of Doc Brown in Back to the
Future; as Alex P. Keaton in Family Ties; as Mike Flaherty in Spin City; and through numerous other movie roles and guest
appearances on shows such as The Good Wife and Curb Your Enthusiasm. Diagnosed at age 29, Michael is equally engaged
in Parkinson’s advocacy work, raising global awareness of the disease and helping find a cure through The Michael J. Fox
Foundation for Parkinson’s Research, the world’s leading non-profit funder of PD science. His two previous bestselling
memoirs, Lucky Man and Always Looking Up, dealt with how he came to terms with the illness, all the while exhibiting his
iconic optimism. His new memoir reassesses this outlook, as events in the past decade presented additional challenges. In
No Time Like the Future: An Optimist Considers Mortality, Michael shares personal stories and observations about illness
and health, aging, the strength of family and friends, and how our perceptions about time affect the way we approach
mortality. Thoughtful and moving, but with Fox’s trademark sense of humor, his book provides a vehicle for reflection about
our lives, our loves, and our losses. Running through the narrative is the drama of the medical madness Fox recently
experienced, that included his daily negotiations with the Parkinson’s disease he’s had since 1991, and a spinal cord issue
that necessitated immediate surgery. His challenge to learn how to walk again, only to suffer a devastating fall, nearly
caused him to ditch his trademark optimism and “get out of the lemonade business altogether.” Does he make it all of the
way back? Read the book.
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No Time Like The Present
This history presents a portrait of the beloved Rod Serling and his television program, recounting the major changes the
show underwent in format and story selection, including censorship battles, production details, and exclusive memories
from cast and crew. The complete episode guide documents all 156 episodes.

No Time Like the Past
The first book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they
hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. Time
Travel meets History in this explosive bestselling adventure series. 'So tell me, Dr Maxwell, if the whole of History lay before
you where would you go? What would you like to witness?' When Madeleine Maxwell is recruited by the St Mary's Institute
of Historical Research, she discovers the historians there don't just study the past - they revisit it. But one wrong move and
History will fight back - to the death. And she soon discovers it's not just History she's fighting Readers love Jodi Taylor:
'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell
have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St
Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

A Critical History of Television’s The Twilight Zone, 1959–1964
Imagine what life with no debt would look like? What would happen if you were to lose your job with no savings? If this has
ever crossed your mind, then this is the book for you. "No Time Like The Present", took place in 2014 when Prynce Michael
was not living life in abundance. After being injured on his job, for eight months he found himself homeless, broke, and
broken. He had hit rock bottom. Learn how he went from broke to successful business owner and the profound seven
secrets that propelled his life forward. "No Time Like The Present" was written with "you" in mind. Everyone deserves a life
full of abundance. No one should work forty- hours a week and not have anything to show for it. Your life can change in the
blink of an eye. You have nothing to lose. The choice is always yours to make.

Hiroshima
Time and Again
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One of TIME's Ten Best Nonfiction Books of the Decade "Meet the new Stephen Hawking . . . The Order of Time is a dazzling
book." --The Sunday Times From the bestselling author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, comes a concise, elegant
exploration of time. Why do we remember the past and not the future? What does it mean for time to "flow"? Do we exist in
time or does time exist in us? In lyric, accessible prose, Carlo Rovelli invites us to consider questions about the nature of
time that continue to puzzle physicists and philosophers alike. For most readers this is unfamiliar terrain. We all experience
time, but the more scientists learn about it, the more mysterious it remains. We think of it as uniform and universal, moving
steadily from past to future, measured by clocks. Rovelli tears down these assumptions one by one, revealing a strange
universe where at the most fundamental level time disappears. He explains how the theory of quantum gravity attempts to
understand and give meaning to the resulting extreme landscape of this timeless world. Weaving together ideas from
philosophy, science and literature, he suggests that our perception of the flow of time depends on our perspective, better
understood starting from the structure of our brain and emotions than from the physical universe. Already a bestseller in
Italy, and written with the poetic vitality that made Seven Brief Lessons on Physics so appealing, The Order of Time offers a
profoundly intelligent, culturally rich, novel appreciation of the mysteries of time.

Presentism
Sam Foster has invented a time machine. He didn't mean to bring anything back from his first trip to the past, but he has
returned home to 2005 with a pioneer girl from Oregon.

No Time Like Now
The seventh book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as
they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor.
Rules are meant to be broken, aren't they? 'I've done some stupid things in my time. I've been reckless. I've broken a few
rules. But never before have I ruined so many lives or left such a trail of destruction behind me.' Max has never been one
for rules. They tend to happen to other people. But this time she's gone too far. And everyone at St Mary's is paying the
price. With the History Department disintegrating around her and grounded until the end of time, how can she ever put
things right? Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes everything Jodi Taylor and her
protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop
of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me
completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

There Is No Time Like The Present To Create Your Future
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Rod Serling’s anthology series The Twilight Zone is recognized as one of the greatest television shows of all time. Always
intelligent and thought-provoking, the show used the conventions of several genres to explore such universal qualities as
violence, fear, prejudice, love, death, and individual identity. This comprehensive reference work gives a complete history
of the show, from its beginning in 1959 to its final 1964 season, with critical commentaries, incisive analyses, and the most
complete listing of casts and credits ever published. Biographical profiles of writers and contributors are included, followed
by detailed appendices, bibliography and index.

No Time Like the Past
The fifth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they
hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. A Fete
Worse Than Death The St Mary's Institute of Historical Research has finally recovered from its wounds and it's business as
usual for those rascals in the History Department. From being trapped in the Great Fire of London to an unfortunately timed
comfort break at Thermopylae, which leaves the fate of the western world hanging in the balance, Max must struggle to get
History back on track. But first, they must get through the St Mary's Fete - which is sure to end badly for everyone. Only one
thing is certain, life at St Mary's is never dull! Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes
everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness
and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has
an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

Lies, Damned Lies, and History
15 original short stories that bring new life to the well worn theme of time travel. Stories that will surprise and delight
science fiction fans with their refreshing take on this well worn trope.

No Time Like The Past
Set in Milton Keynes, in a world where time travel has at last been discovered, how is it that everyone's life is more the
same than ever before? People have access to the ultranet and can, if they want to, download music that hasn't been
written yet, movies that haven't been filmed yet, and even, if they're not too careful, learn the exact date and time of their
own demise.

No Time Like the Present
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In this landmark work, internationally beloved teacher of meditation and “one of the great spiritual teachers of our time”
(Alice Walker, author of The Color Purple) Jack Kornfield reveals that you can be instantly happy with the keys to inner
freedom. Through his signature warmhearted, poignant, often funny stories, with their a-ha moments and O. Henry-like
outcomes, Jack Kornfield shows how we can free ourselves, wherever we are and whatever our circumstances. Renowned
for his mindfulness practices and meditations, Jack provides keys for opening gateways to immediate shifts in perspective
and clarity of vision, allowing us to “grapple with difficult emotions” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) and know how to
change course, take action, or—when we shouldn’t act—just relax and trust. Each chapter presents a path to a different
kind of freedom—freedom from fear, freedom to start over, to love, to be yourself, and to be happy—and guides you into an
active process that engages your mind and heart, awakens your spirit, and brings real joy, over and over again. Drawing
from his own life as a son, brother, father, and partner, and on his forty years of face-to-face teaching of thousands of
people across the country, Jack presents “a consommé of goodness, heart, laughter, tears, and breath, nourishing and
delicious” (Anne Lamott, author of Bird by Bird). His keys to life will help us find hope, clarity, relief from past
disappointments and guilt, and the courage to go forward.

Slaughterhouse-five
Hal Silver is back and he's crankier than ever. But who can blame him? He's been hired by a mob kingpin who wants him to
find out who murdered his son Vinny Viano and he doesn't have a clue where to start. And his only help is the dim witted
gangster's assistant whose only concern is how many pieces he wants to break Hal into should he fail to solve the case.
Wandering the south Brooklyn streets of Dyker Heights, Hal meets neighborhood characters and cronies, babes and
bumblers. No one has a bad thing to say about Vinny, but someone clearly didn't like him as much he let on. And if Hal
doesn't find the killer soon, the next corpse may be his own.

There is No Time Like the Past
No Time Like Show Time
Presentism: Essential Readings contains writings—classic and contemporary—that acquaint the reader with different
versions of presentism, standard philosophical and scientific objections to presentism, and their attempted solutions.
Detailed introductions to each part of the book make the discussions accessible to students and those unfamiliar with this
fascinating and controversial philosophy.
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Death in Dyker Heights
Collection of word search puzzles, photo quizzes, match games, chaser quizzes, a jumbo crossword puzzle and much more.

These Truths: A History of the United States
Nadine Gordimer is one of our most telling contemporary writers. With each new work, she attacks - with a clear-eyed lack
of sentimentality, and an understanding of the darkest depths of the human soul - the inextricable link between personal
life and political, communal history. The revelation of this theme in each new work, not only in her homeland South Africa,
but the twenty-first century world, is evidence of her literary genius: in the sharpness of her psychological insights, the
stark beauty of her language, the complexity of her characters and the difficult choices with which they are faced. In No
Time Like the Present, Gordimer brings the reader into the lives of Steven Reed and Jabulile Gumede, a 'mixed' couple, both
of whom have been combatants in the struggle for freedom against apartheid. Once clandestine lovers under racist law
forbidding sexual relations between white and black, they are now in the new South Africa. The place and time where
freedom - the 'better life for all' that was fought for and promised - is being created but also challenged by political and
racial tensions, while the hangover of moral ambiguities and the vast and growing gap between affluence and mass
poverty, continue to haunt the present. No freedom from personal involvement in these or in the personal intimacy of love.
The subject is contemporary, but Gordimer's treatment is timeless. In No Time Like the Present, she shows herself once
again a master novelist, at the height of her prodigious powers.

No Time Like the Present
When teen detectives Salt and Pepper win a trip to an archaeological dig in New Mexico, they discover one of the
archaeologists has mysteriously disappeared through a hidden time portal.

The Order of Time
From acclaimed author Ursula K. Le Guin, a collection of thoughts--always adroit, often acerbic--on aging, belief, the state of
literature, and the state of the nation
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